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NEVER before in American history has a president used the full power of the federal government so vindictively against common
citizens of the United States. Political opponents, organizations and businesses who donʼt bow to Obama have had their basic
Constitutional Rights violated in a manner unprecedented in US history. In 1974, Richard Nixon was forced to resign the
Presidency but what he did was NOTHING compared to what Obama is doing. The brilliant syndicated columnist Charles
Krauthammer, a former speech writer for Walter Mondale has stated: “But the worst part of it he doesn't care about the Constitution. . . . If he gets away with all this overreach, creating laws, rewriting laws, ignoring laws, it will be a terrible defeat for
the country and for the rule of law. And I think that's the worst part of this. If this were a Republican, he would be impeached
now over all of these abuses.”(1a)

Obama has increasingly used Executive Orders to bypass Congress. And Obama has found other clever ways to bypass
Congress with something called Executive Action. Executive Action is where Obama gets the head of a government
agency to reinterpret the law in accordance with his desires. So the agency director (Immigration, Homeland Security,
Labor Dept., Justice Dept., etc.) willingly does Obamaʼs dirty work of reinterpreting the law.

Some naive people claim Obama canʼt be impeached for the actions of his subordinates. This is illogical thinking and falls
into Obamaʼs trap of playing innocent. Holder, etc. are Obamaʼs hired guns. A mafia boss is responsible for the actions of
his hit men. Obama is responsible for the actions of his hired guns. Obama hired these people because they think like him
and will do his bidding. They are violating the constitution with Obamaʼs full support - or else Obama would fire them.
This is what makes Obama different from past presidents and makes him so dangerous. If Obama can summarily use Executive Orders/Actions to impose laws on America, what makes him different from any dictator? We didnʼt vote for a dictator for 4 years, we voted for a president who MUST follow the Constitution - or else!

Executive Orders have been used by Presidents for a long time, but were NEVER intended to be used to arbitrarily impose laws on America. When the democrats lost control of the House of Representatives in January 2010, Obamaʼs dictatorial tendencies reached new heights in the fall of 2011. "We had been attempting to highlight the inability of Congress to
do anything," asserted former White House chief of staff William M. Daley. On Jan. 4, 2012, Obama declared - beneath a
“We Canʼt Wait” banner -“I refuse to take ʻnoʼ for an answer.” “When Congress refuses to act and — as a result — hurts
our economy and puts people at risk, I have an obligation as president to do what I can without them.”(1)(2) So Obama is
doing what all fascists have done throughout history, justify taking increasing power because he must “help” the people.
No one who supports justice and fairness can support Obama. The Constitution was written to protect our citizenry from
this kind of poisonous government rule. This rogue president must be impeached. Here is an incomplete list of high
crimes and misdemeanors:

Impeachable Offenses by Obama

The Constitution is not negotiable.

• Lying about “unprecedented” transparency as a candidate - On June 24, 2010, the New
York Times reported that Obama has had hundreds of meetings with lobbyists at coffee
shops near the White House. Because these meetings were not taking place at the White
House, they are not subject to disclosure on the visitorsʼ log the White House releases as
part of its pledge to be the ʻmost transparent presidential administration in history.ʼ”(3)(4)

• Obama uses different federal bureaucracies such as the IRS, EPA, Justice, Labor, even the Postal Service to launch politically
motivated audits and investigations on people, organizations and businesses who oppose him. This only started after Obama
became president and he had to have ordered it. Itʼs not possible for all these different agencies to all work in unison attacking
opponents of Obama without his knowledge and consent.(5)(6a)(6b)

• Besides using numerous federal agencies to unfairly attack political opponents of Obama, beginning in March 2010, the IRS
began using an “ideological screen” to prevent conservative organizations from receiving tax exempt status. Over the two
years between April 2010 and April 2012, the IRS essentially placed on hold the processing of applications for 501(c)(4) taxexemption status received from organizations with "Tea Party," "Patriots," or "9/12" in their names. During the same general
period, the agency approved applications from several dozen presumably liberal-leaning organizations whose names included terms such as "progressive," "progress," "liberal," or "equality." Obamaʼs cronies came up with numerous lies to cover
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this illegal activity up, claiming it was rogue agents in the Cincinnati office(a lie), poor management(a lie) and claiming liberal
groups were targeted too(another lie). The truth is this order came straight from one of only two Obama political appointees
to the IRS - the IRS Chief Counsel, William Wilkins. Wilkins had personal meetings with Obama at the White House.
Obamaʼs claim of not knowing what was going on is obviously a lie. An agency wide witch hunt targeting conservative could
NOT have happened without Obamaʼs approval.(7)(8)(9)(10)

• Unprecedented spying on Americans with the NSA. After the September 11th, 2001 attacks, surveillance regulations for the
NSA was broadened by President Bush, so communications between foreign agents and those between enemies abroad
and their agents within the U.S. could be intercepted. However, under Obama, the NSA has been turned into a gigantic spy
agency on innocent Americans and political opponents of Obama. There was a furor over President Bushʼs warrantless wiretapping, but it targeted agents of Al Qaeda and other suspected terrorist groups. Under Obama, the NSAʼs surveillance
specifically targets Americans - calls originating in America are to be handed over, not those between foreigners. Obama
knows the NSA was outside the boundaries established by the Patriot Act, and doesnʼt care. Had the NSA been doing their
job theyʼre supposed to be doing, the Boston Marathon bombing might have been stoped. Obama recently stated: “The American
people donʼt have a Big Brother who is snooping into their business. . .Iʼm confident of that. But I want to make sure everybody is confident of that.” So spying Obama says heʼs not really spying on us. Again, Obama is a liar.(11)(12)(13)(14)(15)(16)(17)
• Obama is responsible for the Snoden affair. Snowden has done tremendous harm to our ability
to intercept foreign terrorist communications. Had the NSA been doing the job they were supposed to be doing, instead of being turned into a gigantic spy agency on innocent Americans by
Obama, Snowden would not have turned traitor.(18)

• Knowingly lying about the Fort Hood massacre to cover up for the crimes of islam. Obama
claimed it was “work place violence” when in fact it was a terrorist attack by a Muslim fanatic.(19)
• Knowingly lying to the people about the cost of Obamacare so he could sell it to the American
people.(20)(21)

• Knowingly lying about the attack on the US Consulate in Benghazi on Sept. 11, 2012 in order
to cover up for Moslem terrorism and not sending adequate military help to rescue embassy personnal in a city essentially run by a terrorist group known as Ansar al-Shariah. Obama claimed
The Obamatrons are coming. the attack, that left 4 Americans dead including the Ambassador was a spontaneous demonstration that spiraled out of control. The State Dept and the CIA both knew, within 24 hours, that the Benghazi attack was a premeditated terrorist attack carried out on the anniversary of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attack in the US. Whether the film
mocking Mohammed caused the assault or was used as an excuse is irrevelant. The street outside the compound was calm
right up to the assault, which started at 9:40 pm (local time). Heavily armed men shouting "Allāhu Akbar" descended on the
compound from multiple directions, lobbed grenades over the wall and entered the compound under a barrage of automatic
weapons fire and RPGs, backed by truck-mounted artillery and anti-aircraft machine guns. Obama could have sent in fighter
jets from Italy to strafe the streets around the embassy, but did nothing. It took Obama 2 weeks to admit it was a planned terrorist attack. Obama then retaliated against Gregory Hicks, a 22 year diplomat in the Foreign Service (and a registered Democrat) who testified before Congress that “it was a terrorist attack from the get-go.“ Hicks was then scolded by Clintonʼs
attorney, Cheryl Mills for testifying and demoted.(22)(23)(24)(25)(26)(27)
• Declared a duly enacted law - DOMA (Defense of Marriage Act) - unconstitutional in February 2011. DOMA was passed by
large majorities in Congress and signed into law by President Clinton in September, 1996.(28)

• In a Presidential Memorandum of June 2, 2010, Obama announced “Extension of Benefits to Same-Sex Domestic Partners
of Federal Employees.” This is in direct violation of the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA). Though the court has recently declared DOMA unconstitutional, the law was in effect when Obama made this decision.(29)
• Obamaʼs immigration policy is designed to prevent deportations of illegals who do not have a criminal record by inventing
ʻprosecutorial discretion.ʼ Obama has reinterpreted the law to suit his political agenda. Being here illegally is not a crime to
Obama even though illegals take jobs from MILLIONS of Americans. The law is clear on this - illegals are to be deported.
There is no interpretation needed.(30)(31)
• May 19, 2010 - Immigration Director John Morton announces that his agency may not process illegal aliens transferred to the
agencyʼs custody by Arizona officials - even though the law requires federal authorities to do so. Morton —another one of
Obamaʼs puppets —was interviewed by the Chicago Tribune. He opposes Arizonaʼs new immigration law, SB 1070.[32]

• On January 26, 2013, Obama - surrounded by children - bypassed Congress by announcing 23 executive actions he thinks will
reduce gun violence. Executive Order 4 could have very dangerous consequences and there is certainly a hidden agenda behind it.
“4. Direct the Attorney General to review categories of individuals prohibited from having a gun to make sure dangerous
people are not slipping through the cracks.” Radical racist Attorney General Eric Holder and bureaucrats will decide who
dangerous people are. It could be people who oppose gay marriage, veterans, members of politically incorrect groups such
as the National Rifle Association, the Boy Scouts, etc. If you are put on that list, what recourse would you have and would it
(by design) bankrupt you?(33)
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• Moving control of the Census Bureau from the Commerce Department directly into the White
House where the entire census process became politicized. It was officially managed by Chief
of Staff Rham Emmanuel.(34)

As Thomas Paine said
over 200 years ago: We. . .
“will feel itself like a man
who continues putting off
some unpleasant business
from day to day, yet knows
it must be done, hates to set
about it, wishes it over, and
is continually haunted with
the thoughts of its necessity.”
Source:History Channel Magazine, Nov/Dec 2008

• Illegal firing of Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS) Inspector General
Gerald Walpin for exposing the black Mayor of Sacramento and Obama supporter Kevin
Johnsonʼs misuse of an $850,000 AmeriCorps grant. In a May 2009 meeting to discuss the allegations, Walpin said the General Counsel of CNCS became adversarial to Mr. Walpin. After exposing this fraud, Obama removed Walpin from his job - claiming Walpin was unstable. This
claim was based on a complaint by CNCS Chairman Alan Solomont — a prominent democratic fundraiser — delivered in person to Obama administration lawyer Norm Eisen in the
White House parking lot. The acting United States attorney, Lawrence G. Brown, decided to
settle the case without filing criminal charges. Walpin filed a wrongful termination suit but it
was thrown out by black federal judge Richard W. Roberts, a close associate of racist Eric
Holder.(35)

• In January 2012, the Office of the Inspector General released a report that reveals that senior
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) officials are pressuring employees to rubber-stamp applications for immigration benefits despite
questions of fraud or ineligibility. According to the report, nearly 25 percent of officers surveyed reported that a supervisor has asked them to approve applications that should have
been denied. The report comes amid allegations made by agency
employees that if they do not approve enough applications, they will be demoted or forced to
relocate.(36)

• Protecting union interests over those of GM and especially Chryslerʼs secured debt holders during bankruptcy proceedings, forcing
investors to accept millions of dollars in losses in direct violation of bankruptcy laws, money to which they were legally entitled.(37)
• Preferential treatment given to minority and women owned car dealerships by Obama administration officials as part of the
auto industry bailout.(38)
• Refusal to cooperate with local police on the 287(g) immigration program. (39)(40)

• The U.S. Department of Justice was deployed to Sanford, Florida in 2012 to provide assistance for anti-George Zimmerman protests.(41)

• Falsifying information on government web sites reporting private sector employment and debt. Statistics on unemployment
are changed numerous times years after the fact. Note changes below from different dates for private employment. See
complete charts at the end of this article.
Date of Jan 08
Dec 08
Jan 09
Feb 09
Feb 10
Oct 11
Apr 12
Sep 13
Screen Shot numbers numbers numbers numbers numbers numbers numbers numbers
(Lowest)
110,981
110,260
--------------Jan 15, 2012 115,610
111,822
106,772
109,596
110,958
110,260
--------------Feb 13, 2012 115,647
111,824
106,773
109,781
110,985
110,260
110,956
-------July 13, 2012 115,647
111,824
106,773
109,781
111,048
110,356
111,464
-------Aug 5, 2013 115,668
111,869
106,850
110,102
111,048
110,356
111,464
114,498
Dec 16, 2013 115,668
111,869
106,850
110,102
• When Obama introduced Obamacare to a joint session of Congress and the American people on September 9, 2009, he
said: “And one more misunderstanding I want to clear up -- under our plan, no federal dollars will be used to fund abortions,
and federal conscience laws will remain in place.” Another lie by Obama.(42)

After the second debate between Obama and Romney, thousands of pro-Obama Twitter account users vowed to start a race war
if Mr. Obama is not re-elected. Many pledged to burn down homes and shops. Using obscenities and racist language against
whites, the tweets reveal the radical leftʼs true murderous nature. “If Obama donʼt [sic] win lets [sic] start a riot so Romney
know [sic] what heʼs getting himself into,” wrote one. Another tweet stated: “If Romney wins im [sic] goin [sic] on a rampage.”
There were countless such threats, using language that shouldnʼt be printed.
Besides Fox News and the Drudge Report, most mainstream media ignored the story. This shows - again and again - the
type of evil that supports Obama. In America, the mortal threat to our republic is from the hard core left - Obamaʼs core
supporters. If impeachment leads to riots or civil war, then itʼs time for war.
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Statistics on private sector employment changed and sometimes returned to original numbers
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